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Abstract
Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) is the official dictionary of the Indonesian language, published by Badan
Pengembangan dan Pembinaan Bahasa (The Language Development and Cultivation Agency) or Badan Bahasa,
under the Ministry of Education and Culture, Republic of Indonesia. The current, fifth edition of KBBI (Amalia,
2016) was launched on 28 October 2016 and contains more than 100,000 entries and 120,000 senses. It is available
in three formats: printed, online, and offline mobile applications. The online version, called KBBI Dalam Jaringan
or KBBI Daring (kbbi.kemdikbud.go.id), is categorized as Dictionary Writing System (DWS) (Atkins & Rundell,
2008). Through it, we invite online public participation to make proposals to add and to edit entries, senses,
and examples. We are changing our workflow from manual to computerized work which has greatly reduced the
time needed to make a dictionary. KBBI Daring greatly expands the database which was previously made for the
fourth edition of KBBI (Sugono, 2008) using the data in Microsoft Excel and Word files (Moeljadi et al., 2017),
fitting to its online usage. This paper describes our efforts in building the KBBI Daring which has revolutionized
both the way people use a dictionary and the lexicographical workflow of the editorial staff in Indonesia.
Keywords: online dictionary; Dictionary Writing System; Indonesian language; electronic lexicography; lexicographical workflow

1. Introduction
Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) is the official dictionary of the Indonesian language,1 published by Badan Pengembangan dan Pembinaan Bahasa (The Language Development and Cultivation Agency) or Badan Bahasa, under the Ministry of Education
and Culture, Republic of Indonesia. Up until present, KBBI is the most comprehensive
and the most authoritative reference for the Indonesian language. Its first edition, published in 1988, has 62,000 entries. The number of entries increased to 72,000 or about
10,000 entries over three years in the second edition (1991). Its third edition, published
in 2001, contains 78,000 entries and seven years later, the number of entries in the fourth
edition increased to more than 92,000. Its latest, fifth edition was released for the first
time in 2016 in three formats: printed, online, and offline mobile versions.2
The online KBBI before 28 October 2016, launched in 2006, used the data from the
third edition of KBBI and allowed searches only by headwords. For example, to look up
mengacang, a user must first look up the root word kacang, as shown in Figure 1. The
sound assimilation process (a morphophonemic process) in meN- prefix makes the first
1

2

Indonesian (ISO 639-3: ind), called bahasa Indonesia (lit. “the language of Indonesia”) by its speakers,
is a Western Malayo-Polynesian language of the Austronesian language family. Within this subgroup,
it belongs to the Malayic branch with Standard Malay in Malaysia and other Malay varieties (Lewis,
2009). It is spoken mainly in the Republic of Indonesia as the sole official and national language
and as the common language for hundreds of ethnic groups living there (Alwi et al., 2014: 1–2). In
Indonesia it is spoken by around 43 million people as their first language and by more than 156 million
people as their second language (2010 census data). The lexical similarity is over 80% with Standard
Malay (Lewis, 2009). It is written in Latin script. Morphologically, Indonesian is mildly agglutinative,
compared to Finnish or Turkish. It has a variety of prefixes, suffixes, circumfixes, and reduplication.
The printed version and the online application of KBBI were launched on 28 October 2016. The offline
Android and iOS mobile applications were launched on 17 November 2016.
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sound /k/ in the root word kacang become a nasal sound /ŋ/ (orthographically written
as <ng>). This may present some difficulties if the user is not familiar with Indonesian
morphological rules. In addition, it was not designed to support targeted lookups, such as
search by word classes and entry types. Furthermore, it was not built to support addition
or modification of any of its data – neither by editorial staff nor by other users. In short,
it was solely built for the purpose of searching dictionary entries by headwords.
The new online KBBI called “KBBI Dalam Jaringan” or “KBBI Daring”3 was launched
on 28 October 2016. Compared to its predecessor, it is designed with richer features which
allow targeted and flexible, rather than exact, lookups. Besides, and more importantly,
it serves as a unified and reliable platform for Indonesian lexicographers—which include
not only professional lexicographers, but also common, non-professional Indonesian language users—across the world to enrich and to edit KBBI, increasing the efficiency of the
editorial workflow. Although this concept is by no means new, it is a revolutionary work
in Indonesia (or rather, globally, for Indonesian language users). Prior to KBBI Daring,
editorial workflow in Indonesia was greatly scattered, unreliable, marked by many loss
of editorial requests (such as enrichment or correction request from Indonesian language
users – oftentimes sent by letter or by raising the issues during Indonesian language seminars), and slow response from Badan Bahasa to edit and to enrich KBBI against the
emerging globalization that introduces a lot of new cultures, concepts, and technologies
which demand a vast amount of new words and concepts to be included in KBBI. Figure 2
shows the main page of KBBI Daring. This paper describes our efforts in building KBBI
Daring and is organized as follows: Section 2 describes how the editorial workflow was
before KBBI Daring was built. Section 3 explains the features of KBBI Daring which
are intended to deal with the situations described in Section 2. Section 4 reports the
receptions from users and editorial staff. Section 5 concludes and mentions some future
works.

2. Dictionary Use and Lexicographical Work before KBBI Daring
Before KBBI Daring was launched on 28 October 2016, we had manual lexicographical
work, less public participations, and inconsistencies in the dictionary format.
2.1

Lexicographical Workflow

Editorial work for KBBI includes adding new entries, checking the accuracy of spellings,
definitions, and examples, as well as formatting and layout. Before KBBI Daring was
launched, the editorial staff worked manually. The data collectors collected some data
sources, such as magazines, newspapers, and books in order to find new words not listed
in KBBI by looking up those words in the paper dictionary. They recorded the new words
on small pieces of card. In the first and second editions of KBBI, the cards were manually
sorted in alphabetical order and placed in a special catalog cabinet. Other staff inputted
the data of the new words into a file in a computer and did the formatting and layout.
After the dictionary was printed, the editors wrote some notes on the pages if they found
some errors and other staff fixed them in the file.
3

https://kbbi.kemdikbud.go.id/
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the online KBBI before 28 October 2016

Figure 2: Screenshot of the main page of KBBI Daring
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2.2

Dictionary Use and Public Participations

Indonesian has a vast number of speakers (see Footnote 1). They rely on printed KBBI
throughout Indonesia as the most authoritative source, while the printed dictionaries can
be accessed only by limited users, i.e. those who can afford to buy them. In addition,
Indonesia’s vast geographical condition also makes the distribution more difficult. Public
contributions were also very limited. The public submitted proposals via post, email, and
direct personal communication. They did not know whether their proposals had been processed or not. They did not even know whether their proposals had arrived at the editorial
staff or not. There was no channel to inform them of the status of their proposals. Due to
this limited access, the proposals received were also very small in number. Furthermore,
the proposals submitted were checked by the editorial staff in Badan Bahasa without any
help from experts outside the editorial team which might speed up the editorial work,
mainly due to the limited access of the experts to the editorial requests.
2.3

Dictionary Format

Since KBBI was compiled and formatted manually by hand, errors (such as typos and
inconsistencies in the formatting) are inevitable. In addition to some sporadic errors found
and mentioned in Moeljadi et al. (2017), other errors in KBBI that were detected by our
diagnostic tools in KBBI Daring (see Section 3.4) are, for example, compounds having
word class labels (or contrarily, root words or derived words not having word class labels),
duplicate entries, examples not containing the headwords used, and root words or derived
words not having syllabifications.

3. KBBI Daring Features
KBBI Daring was built to deal with the issues described in Sections 1 and 2. This section
explains some major features of KBBI Daring.
3.1

Dictionary Data Structure

KBBI Daring uses KBBI Database (Moeljadi et al., 2017). The database file is an SQLite
file. The data structure of KBBI consists of four types of data: entry, sense, example,
and category. The relationship between entry and sense, as well as the one between sense
and example are one-to-many. The category is a list of descriptions or a metadata for
entry, sense, and example. Figure 3 illustrates the KBBI data structure. An entry can
be a fixed expression (ungkapan)4 or a root word (kata dasar). A fixed expression should
have at least one sense and one example. In this case, one fixed expression may have one
to multiple senses and one sense may have one to multiple examples. A root word should
have at least one cross-reference, one sense, one compound, or one derived word. In this
case, one root word may have zero to multiple senses and one sense may have zero to
multiple examples. A root word may also have variant(s), proverb(s), and idiom(s). A
proverb or an idiom should have at least one sense. A compound should have at least one
cross-reference or one sense. One sense may have zero to multiple examples. Similar to
the root word, a derived word should have at least one cross-reference, one sense, or one
compound. It may also have variant(s), proverb(s), and idiom(s). The root word can be
in the form of compound if it can be affixed and have derived word(s).
4

Fixed expressions are commonly used foreign phrases in Indonesian written works, such as ad hoc.
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entry
fixed expression
sense(s)
example(s)
root word
variant(s)
cross-reference(s)
sense(s)
example(s)
proverb(s)
sense(s)
idiom(s)
sense(s)
compound(s)
cross-reference(s)
sense(s)
example(s)
derived word(s)
variant(s)
cross-reference(s)
sense(s)
example(s)
proverb(s)
sense(s)
idiom(s)
sense(s)
compound(s)
sense(s)
example(s)

Figure 3: The KBBI data structure
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3.2

User Groups and Privileges

User groups or user roles in KBBI Daring are primarily designed to represent the actual
lexicographical workflow.5 Each user group is the realization of a certain group of Indonesian language users in the real-world counterpart. Therefore, KBBI Daring implements
six groups of users: non-registered users, registered users, registered editors, main editors,
validators, and one main administrator. Table 1 shows the privileges of each user group.
A user in a higher group has all the privileges (features) of the lower groups. Figure 4
shows KBBI Daring system and access rights.
User group
Non-registered users

(Additional) Features
• Basic search tool

Registered users

+ Criteria-based search tool
+ Basic proposal tools

Registered editors

+
+
+
+

Main editors

+ Advanced editorial tools
+ Lexicographical tools

Validators

+ Validation privilege
+ Advanced diagnostic tool

Main administrator

+ Mass diagnostic and recovery tools
+ Printing tool

Advanced search tools
Advanced proposal tool
Basic editorial tools
Basic diagnostic tool

Table 1: (Additional) features for each user group in KBBI Daring

3.2.1 Non-registered Users
Non-registered users are those who use the KBBI Daring without registering their email
addresses. They are only allowed to search using a basic search feature and are not allowed
to make any proposal.

3.2.2 Registered Users
Registered users are those who use the KBBI Daring after registering their email addresses.
They are given two additional privileges: to search based on predefined criteria and to
make proposals to add or to edit the dictionary data. The criteria-based search tool is
available on the registered user’s main page. The users can search entries by their initial
letters, word classes, styles, entry types, languages, and domains. Figure 5 shows some
5

Albeit in a website setting, where an additional administrator group is needed and non-registered users
are given limited access to prevent anonymous stealing of the data.
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Figure 4: KBBI Daring system and access rights
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proposal tools in the registered users’ search result. The proposal system will be explained
in Section 3.3. Figure 6 shows an example of a proposal page. Figure 7 shows an account
management page where the users can check the status of their proposals.

Figure 5: Screenshot of a search result for registered users

Figure 6: Screenshot of a proposal page

3.2.3 Registered Editors
Registered editors are the registered users who are granted privileges as KBBI editors
because they understand linguistic issues and lexicographical theory and have attended
lexicography workshops. They are given additional privileges to access advanced search
tools, advanced proposal tools, basic diagnostic tools, and basic editorial tools. The advanced search tools allow them to search in the dictionary data structure (entry, sense,
example, or category).
520

Figure 7: Screenshot of an account management page

The advanced proposal tool allows registered editors to make a deactivation proposal.
The basic diagnostic tool allows registered editors to diagnose an entry to check if it has
a formatting error. Figure 8 shows a search result page with the advanced proposal tool
and the basic diagnostic tool.
The basic editorial tools allow registered editors to review the submitted proposals proposed by the registered users. A registered editor may accept and pass it up to the main
editors, or take it over/change it, or return it to the registered user with comments, or
reject it. Proposals which are taken over/changed become the registered editor’s proposals. Proposals which are returned can be resubmitted but proposals which are rejected
cannot. Figure 9 shows a list of proposals submitted by registered users to be further
processed/reviewed by registered editors.

Figure 8: Screenshot of a search result with the advanced proposal tool and the basic diagnostic tool

3.2.4 Main Editors
The main editors are the ones inside Badan Bahasa whose main responsibility is to create
KBBI. Compared to the registered editors, they have two additional privileges: access to
521

Figure 9: List of proposals to be reviewed by registered editors

advanced editorial tools and access to lexicographical tools. The advanced editorial tools
give the main editors additional options to pass down, to archive, or to abort a proposal.
A proposal which is passed down is returned to the registered editors for reviewing. A
proposal which is archived is not aborted, but cannot be further processed. A proposal
which is aborted is essentially deleted – not only rejected or returned. The lexicographical
tools allow the main editors to reorder the polysemies (senses) of an entry and to “redirect”
or “reattach” a sense to a different entry. The polysemy reordering is particularly useful
to determine which senses should appear first or later on a search result page and on
paper. The advanced editorial tools and lexicographical tools are only given to the main
editors and above. Figure 10 shows the (additional) advanced editorial tools for processing
proposals in the main editors’ table. Figure 11 shows two lexicographical tools for the main
editors to reorder the polysemies and to “redirect” a sense to a different entry.

3.2.5 Validators
Validators are the editors who have a right to decide whether a proposal should be accepted
and are the last examiners of the proposals. Validators have two additional privileges
compared to the main editors: validation privilege and advanced diagnostic tool. Due to
the validation privilege, once a validator accepts a proposal, the change will be reflected
in the website. The advanced diagnostic tool allows the validators to diagnose multiple
elements at the same time. Figure 12 shows a validator’s option to accept a proposal.
Figure 13 shows the advanced diagnostic tool to diagnose multiple elements.

3.2.6 Main Administrator
The main administrator is an additional role to the actual editorial roles. It is designed,
however, to allow a single most privileged user to use the printing application in the
website as well as to do mass diagnostics and to recover the data. Since these features
522

Figure 10: Advanced editorial tools

Figure 11: Lexicographical tools

Figure 12: Validator’s option to accept a proposal
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Figure 13: Advanced diagnostic tool

will consume high resources in the server hardware, they are given only to one main
administrator.
3.3

Proposal System

The proposal system in KBBI Daring is a guided, non-anonymous, transparent, crowdsourcing system. Its design is closely tied with the user groups and their privileges in
order to transform the traditional lexicographical workflow to its current, public-friendly,
transparency-imbued, web-based form – making it a lot more accessible for crowdsourcing
while having an official body to guide the overall process.
Though most KBBI Daring users are non-registered users, the privilege to use the proposal system is only given to registered users and above. The reason is rather obvious:
anonymous contribution for the official and the most authoritative reference for the Indonesian language is hardly a promising idea. Furthermore, such a feature may do more
harm than good as it can be exploited anonymously to send “junk” proposals. Forcing
registered accounts to access the proposal tools would limit the number of proposals generated from anonymous sources. People are required to register and to verify their email
addresses for their accounts to be registered on the KBBI Daring website. Furthermore,
fake and temporary email domains are filtered by the account registration system in KBBI
Daring, leaving mostly only valid email addresses to be registered.
The proposal can target any one of the following three data types: entry, sense, or example.
Additionally, the proposal made must be one of the following types: add, edit, or deactivate
(only for registered editors and above). In the end, the validator must decide whether the
proposal is acceptable or not. When a proposal is accepted, the targeted item in the
database is replaced with the proposed item, the proposal data are logged (for historical
references), and the changes are immediately reflected in the website. The contributor’s
names, i.e. the proposal maker, the editors, and the validator, are shown in the editorial
history. Figure 14 shows the editorial history of entry Yesus Kristus “Jesus Christ”. The
editorial history, which is accessible to registered users and above, contains all essential
information: details of the proposal, the proposer, the registered editor, the main editor,
524

and the validator of the proposal – each with their respective explanation or comment, the
acceptance date and time, as well as the revision number. Thus, it enforces transparency
of all the items added or changed in KBBI Daring through proposals.
The registered user group is designed to be the major group (in terms of number) in KBBI
Daring which is given the privileges to participate in the enrichments and corrections of
KBBI by creating reasonable proposals. It is the main crowdsourcing group which is designed to represent the “common” Indonesian language users (compared with different
user groups in the following paragraphs) who are willing to contribute. Anyone who registers can immediately become a contributor. However, between the registered users and
the validators, there are two groups: registered editors and main editors.
Registered editors review the proposals from registered users. They “recommend” good
proposals to be passed up to the main editors, edit potential proposals with few flaws to
be more acceptable, return and guide registered users to make better-formed proposals,
or immediately reject the proposals when they are considered unacceptable in the first
place (for example, if a user proposes a duplicate entry or a duplicate sense). The registered editor group is designed to represent the experts who want to participate in the
lexicographical workflow of KBBI. They consist mostly of adept people in lexicography
and linguistics. Consequently, the registered editors are expected to create good proposals
and to be another major contributing group.
Main editors and validators consist exclusively of people inside Badan Bahasa who are
responsible for KBBI, e.g. the chief editor of KBBI and the head of the lexicography
subdepartment. Technically, they can make proposals, but they are not expected to do
it as their prime task. Instead, using their official positions, their main task is to verify
the acceptableness of proposals created by the registered users and the registered editors,
and to focus more on the lexicographical work.
3.4

Mass Diagnostic and Recovery Tools

KBBI Daring also helps the editors find potential errors inherited from the previous
editions, as mentioned in Section 2.3, or created by the users, and helps correct them. It
is designed with mass diagnostic and recovery tools for that purpose. Figure 15 shows an
example of mass diagnostic results.
Some errors, e.g. pronunciation containing letters other than é, ê, and è6 or definitions
having certain words in the lengthened forms instead of the shortened forms (i.e. the word
seperti “like, as” should be written in its shortened form spt in KBBI), are errors with a
definite (single) solution. They are automatically correctable. On the other hand, other
errors, e.g. duplicate entries with different senses or absence of syllables in root words or
derivative words, are errors with non-definite solutions. They can only be corrected by
humans. Table 2 shows the list of errors diagnosable using the mass diagnostic tool.
The recovery tool is designed to correct errors which have a definite (single) solution. It is
not designed to correct errors with multiple viable solutions. Instead, the diagnostic tool
6

The pronunciation field in KBBI only deals with entries having the letter <e>. The Indonesian language
has the sounds [e], [@], and [E]. However, they are not orthographically distinguished in the current
spelling system, all of them are written as <e> (Alwi et al., 2014). The pronunciation field in KBBI
indicates them as é, ê, and è respectively.
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Figure 14: The editorial history of an entry

is designed to detect such cases, to help human editors identify and correct the mistakes.
Table 3 shows the list of errors which are correctable by the recovery tool.
3.5

Printing Tool

The printing tool is integrated as a part of KBBI Daring and is only accessible to the
main administrator. The printing tool is built to make consistent formatting effects for the
printed version. The major contribution is to eliminate human errors in the formatting.
The major challenge is the complex and potentially-growing formatting effects. However,
manual editing has advantages over machines because it can handle exceptions in the
formatting rules more flexibly, especially if the exceptions are only small parts of the
dictionary, yet varying enough to be handled non-uniformly with ease using the printing
tool. Therefore, the printing tool is primarily designed to create the base version of the
printed version – solid enough as not containing formatting errors, but flexible enough for
human agents to do a little finishing touch before being sent to the printing company in
a ready-to-print format.
The printing tool is designed with Microsoft-created .Net dynamic link library (.dll)
Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word to produce the base version in .doc format. The setting page is provided in KBBI Daring to allow the main administrator to choose the
format and the range of the printing. Afterwards, the printing command is given to the
server and the server starts to write the .doc document for printing. Once finished, the
resulting document is made available in KBBI Daring, accessible only by the main administrator. It can be downloaded and further processed by human agents to make the
ready-to-print format of KBBI.
526

Data type
Entry

List of diagnoses
• Does it have duplicates with different senses?
• Does it have identical variants?
• Does it have syllabification (where it should not have and vice
versa)?
• Does it have pronunciation (where it should not have and vice
versa)?
• Does the pronunciation contain letters other than é, ê, and è?
• For an entry having a root word, does it refer to an active root
word?
• For a cross-reference entry, does it have a correct reference item?

Sense

• Does it refer to a particular entry?
• Does it have a word class (where it should not have and vice versa)?
• Does it contain repeated scientific names (binomial names)?

Example

•
•
•
•
•

Entry,
Sense, and
Example

• Does it have “odd” or “missing” IDs?
• Does it contain shortened form of certain words while they should
be written in their lengthened form (and vice versa)?

Does
Does
Does
Does
Does

it refer to a particular entry?
it refer to a particular sense?
it contain the corresponding headword?
the headword in the example have the same spelling?
it have misplaced spaces or punctuations?

Table 2: Errors diagnosable by the mass diagnostic tool

Data type
Entry

Error
should be without syllabification but has
syllabification
does not contain ‘e’ but has pronunciation
contains ‘e’ but does not have pronunciation

Correction
remove the syllabification

remove the pronunciation
give the default pronunciation ê
a compound which has a word class
remove the word class
Sense
contains repeated scientific names (binomial names) remove one of the
scientific names
Entry, Sense, contains shortened form of certain words while
lengthen the word
and Example they should be written in their lengthened form
contains lengthened form of certain words while
shorten the word
they should be written in their shortened form
Table 3: Some errors and the corrections using the recovery tool
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Figure 15: Mass diagnostic results

The base version of the KBBI printed version generated by the printing tool is a near
ready-to-print version with the formatting effects specified by Badan Bahasa – except for
the word hyphenation which occasionally needs to be corrected by human editors. Unlike
LATEX, the Microsoft Word 2013 tool used to generate the auto-hyphenation does not have
a list of exceptions for correcting wrongly generated hyphenations.7 Word is used due to
its popularity and its ease of integration with Adobe InDesign file (.indd format), which
is used by Badan Bahasa for the finishing touch on the document and is occasionally
required by major printing companies in Indonesia.
3.6

Others

Besides the features mentioned above, KBBI Daring is also equipped with a customized
security system to protect the data from web crawlers.

4. KBBI Daring Impacts and Receptions
KBBI Daring made the editorial work more efficient. Automatic notifications of errors
are shown by the machine and the editorial staff can focus only on the notified errors.
For some formatting errors, the changes can even be done solely by the machine. The
changes allow the team to focus more on the substantial issues, such as the accuracy of
definitions. The conversion process from the database to the near ready-to-print version is
automatically done, including the header on each page. However, formatting issues such
7

As of May 2017, LATEX-based printing tool is still being built as an alternative version of the currently
used Word-based printing tool because it can handle hyphenation better and saves more time.
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as the ‘widow’ and ‘orphan’ line as well, as an adjustment of the columns on the last page
of each letter section, need to be handled manually.
Dissemination was held to introduce KBBI Daring to the public (students, teachers and
lecturers, journalists, translators and writers) for the Indonesian vocabulary enrichment
program. The dissemination event has been held in 15 provinces in Indonesia in 2016. As
of May 2017, it was held in 15 other provinces in 2017. In the event, the participants are
encouraged to use KBBI Daring and to make proposals. The number of proposals received
from the participants varies, ranging from the fewest (fewer than 10) to the largest (more
than 50). We expect that the participants will continue using KBBI Daring.
As of 26 May 2017, KBBI Daring has been used to search entries more than 3.4 million
times and has accumulated more than 9,800 proposals for the dictionary’s enrichments and
corrections. Alexa site8 shows the domain as the 81st most searched domain in Indonesia
and the first (most searched) among all the domains ending with go.id.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
We have described our work in building KBBI Daring which revolutionized the lexicographical workflow, helping the editorial staff work more efficiently, and involves more
public participations in enriching and improving the dictionary. It also minimizes formatting errors in the printed version which are inevitable in the previous editions. In the
future, we will add etymological information and connect KBBI Daring to corpora and
lexical databases such as Wordnet Bahasa (Bond et al., 2014). We plan to publish supplements for the printed version every six months in order to provide the users with the
current lexicon and other lexicographical information which reflect the language used by
the society over time.
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